
What's New in Smoke Desktop Subscrip-
tion 2015 Extension 1

Welcome to Autodesk Smoke Desktop Subscription 2015 Extension 1. See the following sections for new feature information
in this release:
■ ConnectFX  (page 1)

■ Editing and the Timeline  (page 1)

■ TimelineFX  (page 2)

■ Sparks  (page 2)

■ Import  (page 4)

■ Export  (page 5)

■ Conform  (page 7)

■ MediaHub  (page 7)

■ Media Panel  (page 7)

What's New in ConnectFX

■ Saving a group of ConnectFX snapshots to a library, reloading that same set of snapshots, and then clicking Snapshot
automatically continues the snapshot versioning where it was left off.

■ Smoke now supports CFX caching. You can avoid reprocessing the same nodes and clips as you navigate in the timebar
by specifying which nodes and clips should be cached. Cached frames are stored on the system framestore, increasing
system performance and efficiency.

Node and clip caching is enabled in the Cache section of the ConnectFX Preferences menu. The Cache menu also
displays the number of rendered frames in the cache for the selected nodes or clips, and the remaining space on the
framestore.

Any clip node can be cached as long as it is edited, resized, or has had a LUT conversion applied. Each node and clip
has a cache tab on the lower-right corner.

Back to top  (page 1)

What's New in Editing and the Timeline

■ You can now decide if new Tracks are added at the top of the current Version or above the Positioner Focus using a
setting located in Preferences ➤ Timeline ➤ Editing. The Add Track Above Focus option is selected by default
for the Flame and Smoke Classic profiles. The Add Track on Top option is selected by default for the Smoke FCP
profile.
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■ You now display all the metadata information of a segment within the Timeline, using the new Show All Metadata
button located in Preferences ➤ Timeline ➤ Segment Display. The option is enabled by default in the Flame and
Smoke Classic profiles. The option is disabled by default in the Smoke FCP profile.

■ A new option located in the Timeline Options menu lets you select a Timeline segment even if it resides on a Locked
Track. The options is called Selection Includes Locked Tracks and is disabled by default.

■ It is now possible to apply a Hard Commit operation on a Cut from the Timeline. The option is located in the Transition
Contextual menu (and is not available when the cut is adjacent to a gap).

■ The Select Incoming Side of a Transition and Select Outgoing Side of a Transition shortcuts are now applied
to the selected segment(s) (implicit or explicit) selection. They are no longer applied to the closest transition of an
implicitly selected segment.

Back to top  (page 1)

What's New in Timeline FX

■ Matchbox is now available as a Timeline FX and as a Transition. Improvements have been made so that you can now
manipulate a Matchbox shader present on multiple segments at once. See

NOTE When accessing Matchbox as a transition, note the following behaviour difference with other transitions:

1 Add a Matchbox transition.

The file browser opens at the location containing the shaders and transition presets.

2 Select a transition preset.

The shader is loaded as a transition and you are taken back to the Timeline. However, the shader does not yet
behave as a transition.

Though the selected shader is marked "transition", it does not contain any of the animation or the parameter
values that makes it behave as a transition. In order to get the transition effect, you can either manually create
the transition animation or select one of the preset transition effects, from the Preset pop-up menu of the Quick
menu, after having loaded the shader. This loads the animation data and parameter values necessary for a proper
transition effect.

3 Select a preset transition from the Preset pop-up menu of the Quick menu.

The shader now behaves as a transition.

4 Make any timing adjustments to your transition.

To create your own transition effect from a shader, you must manually keyframe your animation and set your shader
parameter values and save them to a setup. An added benefit of working this way is that the setup contains the shader.
This means that you can reload and use the effect even if the shader is not present on the workstation you're working
on.

■ The LUT Editor is now available as a Timeline FX.

NOTE As a Timeline FX, the LUT Editor does not support bit-depth conversion, and is better suited for tone mapping.

■ The Timeline Range option is now persistent within a session.

■ The Timewarp quick menu has been re-designed so the Speed and Interpolation parameters are both available in the
same menu.

Back to top  (page 1)

What's New in Sparks

Sparks are now available in Smoke. Sparks are software plug-ins created by Autodesk or third-party developers.
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To load a Sparks plug-in:

1 Do one of the following:
■ In ConnectFX, select the Sparks node and drag it into the schematic.

■ In the Timeline, select a clip and add a Sparks Timeline FX to it.

Once you have loaded a Sparks plug-in using one of these methods, the Sparks file browser will appear.

NOTE An L on a Sparks button indicates that you can load a Sparks plug-in. An E on a Sparks button indicates that there
are settings for the plug-in. An S on a Sparks button indicates that you can enter the module using the same media from
the previous session.

2 Navigate to usr/discreet/sparks.

You can also load Sparks from usr//discreet/<product home>/sparks.

3 Select a Sparks plug-in.

You are returned to your previous location. The name of the Sparks plug-in now appears on the selected button,
however the L indicating that you can load a Sparks plug-in no longer appears.

To exit the Sparks plug-in file browser without loading a plug-in, click the Exit Sparks Browser button.

To replace a Sparks plug-in:

1 Press Alt and click the existing Sparks button.

The Sparks file browser appears.

2 Navigate to usr/discreet/sparks or usr//discreet/<product home>/sparks and select a Sparks plug-in.

You are returned to your previous location, and the name of the new Sparks plug-in appears on the selected button.

Using Sparks in ConnectFX

There are two Sparks nodes that you can access from ConnectFX: the Sparks node and the Sparks Load node.

The Sparks node allows you to load Sparks Plug-ins by accessing the Sparks file browser. The number of inputs and bit
depth that a Sparks node accepts depends on the Sparks plug-in. A Sparks node has light grey source tabs, since each Sparks
plug-in varies in the type of clip it uses

When working with a Sparks plug-in, missing media in front clips set to No Media can be converted into black frames
while they are in use. When missing media is output from this node, it returns to a No Media state, regardless of whether
it was set to display differently in the node.

NOTE When you attempt to use a Sparks plug-in, the error message "SPARK IS NOT SUPPORTED" may appear. This means the
selected Sparks plug-in cannot be used with ConnectFX. Contact the company that developed the Sparks plug-in for information
on obtaining a compatible version.

The Sparks Load node allows you to populate multiple Sparks nodes at the same time into a destination bin. Populating
a bin with predefined Sparks nodes saves you time since you do not have to access the Sparks browser each time you want
to use one of the preloaded Sparks.

Unlike the Sparks node, the Sparks Load node itself cannot be dragged to the schematic; only the predefined node populated
into a bin can be dragged to the schematic.

To create a predefined Sparks node in a bin:

1 Drag the Sparks Load node on top of any tab in the ALL Tools bin except the ALL Nodes tab.

The Sparks Plug-in file browser appears.

2 Select a Sparks Plug-in or select multiple plug-ins by Ctrl-clicking the Sparks you want to load.

3 Click load.
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The selected Sparks are created as their own Sparks nodes in the destination bin. To use one of the preloaded Sparks, drag
it from the destination bin to the schematic. You do not have to re-enter the Sparks browser to load a Sparks if you
preloaded it into a bin.

Back to top  (page 1)

What's New in Import

Updated ARRI's ARRIRAW SDK to version 4.5 (supports SUP 9.0). This update provides the following improvements:

■ Support for ALEXA Monochrome media.

■ Support for ALEXA Open Gate media.

■ In the Image menu, Tint range now goes from -12 to 12.

■ New Resolutions and Debayering modes (4K, UHD, etc).

■ New Cropping and Anamorphotic controls in the Debayering settings menu.

NOTE Some cropping and anamorphotic options cannot be combined with some debayering resolutions. Clips that do not
support a specific combination appear as a black frame, with the Preview panel displaying an error message.

■ The default debayering mode is now set to ADA-3 SW.

■ New Color Transform to convert ALEXA and AMIRA media shot in Apple ProRes Log-C.

The following Color Transforms are located in the camera/Arri folder of the Autodesk Color Management package,
accessible wherever the colour transform import menu is available:

■ LogC to CIE-XYZ

■ LocC to HD_video

■ LogC to P3-D65

Updated RED's SDK to version 5.0 (supports R3D material from RED cameras using firmware 5.2.x). This update provides
the following improvements:

■ An ACES colour space (16-bit half float) added to the Colour Space box.

■ Support for DRAGON files, including:
■ Updated OLPF Compensation settings

■ New DRAGONcolor setting in the Colour Space box

■ New REDgamma4 in the Gamma Curve box

■ Flame Assist-only: RED ROCKET X decoding of RED ONE content. This requires RED ROCKET X driver 2.1.11.0 and
firmware 1.3.4.11.

Updated Sony's Sony RAW SDK to version 2.3.1.

■ This includes support for a new colour encoding mode, called S-Gamut3. The menu Colour ➤ Colour Transform
was reworked to provide more flexibility when working with SonyRAW contents:
■ ACES

■ Scene-linear / REC709 prims.

■ S-Log3 / S-Gamut3.Cine

■ S-Log3 / S-Gamut3

■ Raw / S-Gamut3

■ ACES (tungsten) - legacy
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■ ACES (daylight) - legacy

■ Scene-linear / REC709 - legacy

■ S-Log2 / S-Gamut

■ Raw / S-Gamut

NOTE The list displays newer options on top (ACES), legacy ones at the bottom (starting with ACES(tungsten)). The legacy
options are included to provide compatibility with previously imported media.

DPX improvements:

■ Support for RGBA DPX files, 8-bit, 10-bit, 12-bit and 16-bit files.

NOTE 8-bit RGBA was already supported in previous releases.

■ Updated DPX metadata support:
■ TV Rate metadata is now read from the DPX frame rate field.

■ Drop Frame mode is now read from the DPX metadata.

NOTE 29.97 fps only. DPX SMPTE timecode does not support 50 fps or 60 fps timecodes, which means that the file
header timecode is not accurate or reliable for these rates. You should set Smoke to read the timecode from the file name
instead of the file header: set, for the DPX format, the Timecode Selection box to Timecode from File Name.

Back to top  (page 1)

What's New in Export

This release improves support for DPX and XDCAM in MXF exports.

XDCAM HD (MPEG-2 MP@HL LongGOP)

■ 4:2:0 colour sampling

■ 17 Mbps (Variable Bit Rate), 25 Mbps (Constant Bit Rate), 35 Mbps (Variable Bit Rate)

■ MXF OP-1a

■ Supported resolutions and associated rates:
■ 1280x720p (50 and 59.94)

■ 1440x1080i (25, 29.97)

■ 1440x1080p (23.97, 25, 29.97)

■ Available movie export presets:
■ MXF (XDCAM HD 720p 8-bit)

■ MXF (XDCAM HD 1080i 8-bit)

■ MXF (XDCAM HD 1080p 8-bit)

XDCAM HD 422 (MPEG-2 422P@HL LongGOP)

NOTE XDCAM HD422 is a commonly requested format from broadcasters as a file-based deliverable for broadcast. In previous
releases, only XDCAM HD 422 @ 1080/25i was supported for export. All resolutions and rates listed above were already supported
for Media Import and Conform.

■ 4:2:2 colour sampling
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■ 50 Mbps (CBR)

■ MXF OP-1a

■ Supported resolutions and associated rates:
■ 720p (50, 59.94)

■ 1080i (25 and 29.97)

■ 1080p (23.97, 25 and 29,97)

■ Available movie export presets:
■ MXF (XDCAM HD422 720p 8-bit)

■ MXF (XDCAM HD422 1080i 8-bit)

■ MXF (XDCAM HD422 1080p 8-bit)

XDCAM EX (MPEG-2 MP@HL LongGOP)

■ 4:2:0 colour sampling

■ 25 Mbps (CBR) & 35 Mbps (VBR)

■ MXF OP-1a

■ Supported resolutions and associated rates:
■ 720p (23.98, 25, 29.97, 50, 59.94)

■ 1080i (50i and 59.94i)

■ 1080p (23.97, 25 and 29,97)

■ 1080i Thin raster (50 and 59.94)

■ 1080p Thin raster (23.97)

■ Available movie export presets:
■ MXF (XDCAM EX 720p 8-bit)

■ MXF (XDCAM EX 1080i 8-bit

■ MXF (XDCAM EX 1080p 8-bit)

NOTE The bit rate is defined by the selected codec and cannot be changed by users.
■ XDCAM EX 1080i / 1080p / 720p: 35 Mbps

■ XDCAM EX 1080 (Thin Raster): 25 Mbps

DPX improvements:

■ Support for RGBA DPX files, 8-bit, 10-bit, 12-bit and 16-bit files.

NOTE 8-bit RGBA was already supported in previous releases.

■ Updated DPX metadata support:
■ TV Rate metadata is now written to the DPX frame rate field.

■ Drop Frame mode is now written to the DPX metadata.

NOTE 29.97 fps only. DPX SMPTE timecode does not support 50 or 60 fps timecodes.

Back to top  (page 1)
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What's New in Conform

■ In the Conform list view, a new column, Cached, is now displayed next to the Status column. This column shows
whether the source's media is cached or not.

■ You can now use Photoshop PSD layers when conforming Final Cut Pro X XML.

■ You can now import and conform XML files from Final Cut Pro X 10.1.2.

Back to top  (page 1)

What's New in the MediaHub

■ The Tape Name is now displayed in the Preview Panel.

■ The List view columns' visibility, size, and ordering, are now persistent across sessions.

■ The Display Mode popup button has been split into 4 different buttons
■ Tiles / List

■ Size (enabled only for Tiles)

■ Hierarchy / Single level

■ Preview (not available in the Archive browser)

Back to top  (page 1)

What's New in the Media Panel

■ It is now possible to perform Cache Source Media and Flush Source Media Cache on a reel, folder, or library. Use the
Gear or the contextual menu. The operation is also performed on every folder located within the library or folder.

■ It is now possible to consolidate the handles of multiple source clips at once using the Consolidate Handles options
from the Clip, Folder, Reel or Library Contextual menu.

■ The Media Panel Tab selection is now persistent between sessions.

■ You can now scroll the Media Panel using the Pan keyboard shortcut (Space + click, with the Flame keyboard
shortcut profile and Ctrl + Command + click, with the FCP keyboard shortcut profile).

■ The updated colour scheme of the media cache icon makes it easier to differentiate clips with cached media from clips
with uncached media. The media cache status icon, displayed on the thumbnail, indicates the clip's media type: MOV,
DPX, etc. Clips with cached media now have a darker grey icon; uncached ones now have a lighter grey icon.

Back to top  (page 1)
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